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Abstract. A proper aesthetic composition of photographic content does
result in an actual emotional response from the watcher. In this work we
propose a fully automatic computational approach to photo composi-
tion. This method takes into account well-known and widely adopted
aesthetic guidelines relative to picture content as a mean for guiding an
optimization framework. The resulting composition is produced as the
optimal combination of cropping and retargeting.

The effectiveness of the results achieved by the method are tested and
evaluated with several of experiments.
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1 Introduction

Aesthetic appeal of visual media and art in general is the main goal sought by
every artist. From the other hand, it is not easy to achieve such purpose since
what is judged as “artistic” is simply subjective and beauty cannot be defined as
a universal concept. However, a field in computer science called Computational
Aesthetics has emerged. Works in this area aim to use computer science methods
to predict, or convey and evoke, the emotional response to a piece of art, or more
in general, to any media [17],[19].

This work reports a method to rearrange pictures content taking into account
well-established principles of image composition [12], [9], which are given as cues
for likely taking more appreciable pictures. Despite of some of their names, these
principles are not “rules” but just guidelines for photographers.

Once a picture has been taken, such cues cannot be directly applied anymore,
and just digital image editing can be used to rearrange the elements in the image.
The skill and techniques required to the editor are often not mastered by the
average user.

Considering such perspective, an automatic composition tool can be designed
and developed to operate such rearrangement without requiring any interven-
tion from the user. In order to be able to effectively operate such adjustments,
composition principles must be coded in quantitative terms and scores, summa-
rizing the perceived quality of the image. Then, an optimization procedure can
be executed to extract the transformation maximizing such scores.
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Similarly to the work published in [14], the quality indicators embedded in
our tool are based on the following composition guidelines: rule of thirds, diag-
onal dominance, visual balance and size region. The operator used to rearrange
the picture is the combination of cropping and retargeting. Cropping selects a
subframe window to use for the final result, while retargeting is used to vary rel-
ative distances between subjects. As a result, the rearranged image is completely
defined by a set of four values: top-left vertex of the cropping window along its
width and height and the amount of retargeting introduced (i.e. the aspect ratio
variation). The tuning of such parameters is realized through a search procedure.
The output is given as the optimal parameters set producing the result image
exhibiting maximum quality score w.r.t. the used aesthetic guidelines.

The paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2 literature about aesthetic photo
composition and image retargeting is provided. In Section 3 the system design
and implementation is reported: firstly the composition guidelines used are intro-
duced, showing how they are embedded in the system and how their application
affects images. Then, an image pre-processing phase describes the objects and
features extraction, which are then used to drive the optimization phase. Then,
in Section 4 we report the tests taken to assess our system and discuss the re-
sults. Finally, in Section 5, final considerations are given and future directions
of research are marked.

2 Previous Works

Photo composition concerns the arrangement of objects in the picture. Beside
photography, composition is a crucial aspect of any visual artistic work. Plenty
of techniques are used by professional photographers in their work [16], and,
although there not exist golden standard rules for achieving well composed pic-
tures, the application of some general guidelines is recognized to produce eye-
pleasing results, if applied correctly. Among these principles we mention the rule
of thirds, shapes and lines emphasis, diagonal dominance and visual balance [12].

Relatively few attempts have been done to explicitly produce aesthetic image
composition. Many works are related to automatic image cropping, for example
[25] is based on visual saliency extracted from low-level features [11] and a face
detection system. [8] uses the rule of thirds and fifths to choose the format, view
and layout parameters of 3d rendered objects. [15] use object balance heuristic
to determine pleasant user interface layouts. Zhang et al. [28] uses face detection
results in conjunction with 14 templates responding to composition rules to
create aesthetically pleasing image crops. Santella et al. [22] create image crops
based on user eye gaze measurements instead of using composition guidelines.
More recent work from Liu et al. [14] uses a search-based crop-and-retarget
approach to maximize some measures related to composition rules. Guo et al.
[10] extend Liu et al. works taking into account similarity between original and
output image to avoid evident distortions in the result image. Battiato et al. [3]
compute aesthetic scores on portrait images by considering faces’ aspect ratio,
lightning and position.
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2.1 Image Retargeting

Retargeting system have the goal to vary the aspect ratio of an image without
introducing neither severe distortions nor artifacts. They were originally meant
to be applied to change media size in order to fit screens with different resolution.
In our context image retargeting is used to move objects in the image to better
obey to the considered composition rules.

Constraining the application domain to images, a large variety of methods
were introduced. Such approaches can be roughly categorized in two different
classes: discrete and continuous models [23]. Discrete models make an analysis
of the image choosing which pixels to dispose or duplicate. In this category lie
cropping and seam carving methods [1], [20], [21] and [4]. Some recent works use
patches instead of individual pixels and preserve patches coherence between the
source and target images, leveraging the presence of repetitive patterns [5], [24],
[2]. ShiftMap [18] removes entire objects instead of patches, resulting in lesser
discontinuity artifacts respect to pixel-based carving.

Continuous methods [27], [6], [13], [26], [7], use a variational approach to define
a non-linear resizing operator which attains some goal, such as preserving salient
regions shape or distorting preferentially homogeneous regions. These generally
provide better results. However, discarding image regions can be a better choice
in certain scenarios.

3 Optimal Photo Composition System

3.1 Photo Composition Guidelines

In photography, there exists a large variety of strategies and guidelines to shot
aesthetically appealing pictures. In this work we consider a subset of them, which
are the most known and are present almost in every image.

Rule of Thirds. The principal guideline in photography is the rule of thirds
[12], [9]. This technique considers to subdivide the image canvas in 9 regions of
equal size using two horizontal and two vertical lines, as in Fig. 1(a). The four
intersections are called “power points”. According to this technique, the main
subjects of the picture should lie onto these points. In addition prominent lines
should also be very close and aligned to those lines. In Fig. 1(a),(b) examples of
such concepts are shown.

Diagonal Dominance. Another classical photography guideline is the use of
diagonal lines. They create an emphasis effect and help to fixate the viewers’
gaze towards the objects passing along them. Fig. 1(c) shows an example of this
concept.

Visual Balance. In every sensory art, balance is a crucial concept in compo-
sition. Visually balanced images should present the main subjects distributed
evenly around the image center, which acts similarly to a center of “mass” from
a visual content perspective. In this context, the mass is considered both as
the subjects extension and their saliency. Fig. 1(d) is a clear example of such
technique.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Some examples of images exhibiting aesthetic properties such as observation of
rule-of-thirds (a) and (b), diagonal dominance (c), visual balance (d)

3.2 Image Pre-processing

In order to assign a quality score to the image composition, a proper extraction
of the main features of the image has to be accomplished. Such spatial analysis
is operated on the main subjects and prominent lines of the image.

Main Subjects and Line Detection. The main subjects are detected by op-
erating a segmentation based on saliency estimation of the image. More specifi-
cally, the result of saliency extraction (using Itti’s method [11]) is thresholded to
obtain a subjects map. Then, every remaining object is labeled and information
such as area, center of mass and bounding box and are extracted.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Main subject detection chain: (a) input image, (b) saliency detection of the
image, (c) saliency thresholding, (d) object labeling and information extraction

Lines are detected in two steps. Firstly, all the pixels belonging to image edges
are collected. Then, RANSAC algorithm and least squares are applied to fit the
best candidate as a line.

3.3 Optimization and Output Generation

Provided that the main subjects and prominent lines have been extracted, the
score function representing the aesthetic quality of the image has to be defined.
In order to take into account all of the previously described guidelines (rule
of thirds, diagonal dominance, and visual balance), the global score function
AG(I) needs to be broken into three parts, one for each of the quality criteria as
in Equation (1).
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AG (x) = wRTART (x) + wDDADD (x) + wV BAV B (x) , (1)

where ART (x) is the score related to the Rule of Thirds, ADD (x) is the score
related to the diagonal dominance and AV B (x) is the score related to the visual
balance quality. The variable vector x is defined as follows in Equation (2):

x = [xtl, ytl, w, rr ] , (2)

where xtl and ytl are the coordinate of the top left cropping vertex, w is the
cropping width and rr is the retargeting ratio.
In the following paragraphs the formulation of each guideline score is described.

Rule of Thirds Score. The score assigned to the rule of thirds fulfillment is
composed by two parts, see Eq.(3),

ART = 1/3ALD + 2/3AOD, (3)

where ALD is function of the distance of prominent lines from third lines and
AOD is function of the distance of main objects centers from power points. In
detail such, functionals are defined as follows in Eq.(4) and Eq.(5):

ALD = e
∑NL−1

i=0 min3
j=0 d(li,lt,j), (4)

APD = e
∑NO−1

i=0 min3
j=0 d(oi,pt,j), (5)

where NL−1 is the number of prominent lines, li is the i-th prominent line, lt,j
is the j-th third line, NO is the number of main objects, oi is the centroid of the
i-th main object and pt,j is the j-th power points. The function d(·) represents
the distance between two points or two lines.

Diagonal Dominance Score. Similarly to the aesthetic score given to dis-
tance between prominent lines and third lines, a score for diagonal dominance
is assigned according to the distance between diagonal lines and main diagonals
of the image. The score is produced as specified in Eq.(6):

ADD = e
∑NDL−1

i=0 min1
j=0 d(li,ld,j), (6)

where NDL is the number of diagonal lines in the image, li is the i-th approxi-
matively diagonal lines and ld,j is the j-th main diagonal of the image.

Visual Balance Score. The last score used is related to Visual Balance, by
assuring that the main objects of the image are evenly distributed across the
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image. The score is assigned by measuring the mass distribution around the
center of the image. By relating the mass of an object with its saliency mask
extent, a global center of mass of the objects in the scene can be obtained. If such
point is close to the image center the composition is considered well-balanced.
The score measure is provided in Eq.(7).

AV B = ed(cI ,cM), (7)

where cI is the center of the image and cM is the center of mass of the scene
which is calculated according to Eq.(8):

cM =

∑NO−1
i=0 cimi

∑NO−1
i=0 mi

, (8)

where NO is the number of main object in the scene and ci and mi are respec-
tively the center and the extent (in pixel) of the i-th object.

Fig. 3. Example showing that of EG score is not enough restrictive. All the cropping
frames shown result in the same aesthetic score value, being the main objects placed
across the power points and being equally balanced around the image center.

Main Object Size. Using just the previous scores turns out to be not enough
restrictive. Indeed, there are always more than one variables combinations which
produce the same aesthetic score. For an example, refer to Fig. 3. Each frame
delimits a candidate for an aesthetic composition. The only difference between
them is the size of the main object. As demonstrated in [14], salient regions
surface area in aesthetic images is a fraction of total image area corresponding,
in average, to one of the ratios r1 = 0.1, r2 = 0.56, r3 = 0.82. For this reason an
additional score is introduced in the scheme as follows 9:

ARS =

NO∑

i=0

max
j=1,2,3

e
(r(Si)−rj)

2

2τj , (9)
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(a) Original image (b) Aesth. Rearrangement (c) Saliency and thirds

Fig. 4. Results obtained applying the proposed aesthetic photo composition scheme. (a)
original image, (b) output of the aesthetic rearrangement, (c) blending of output image
with the detected saliency mask. Thirds lines are overlaid to the images. First row shows
a toy example to better illustrate the translate and zoom (cropping) transformation,
operated to improve the aesthetic score measure.
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where r(Si) is the are of the i-th object and the values τ1 = 0.07, τ2 = 0.3, τ3 =
0.16 are recovered fitting a mixture of Gaussians to the histogram of the image
dataset used to evaluate most frequent aesthetic object ratio (refer to [14] for
details).

According to these additional measure, the final score used for the aesthetic
composition becomes as shown in Eq.(10):

A = (1− wRS)AG + wRSARS , (10)

where the weighting factor wRS = 0.13 was chosen empirically and used in the
rest of the experimental results.

3.4 Optimization

The cropping parameters are searched in a 3D space and a fourth parameter
manages the retargeting ratio operated using the method described in [7]. The
optimization approach was chosen between two method: a gradient-descent based
method and genetic algorithm. Although the first one is generally faster, the
latter provides better results, so it is used for the experiments.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The approach was applied to several images, some of them are shown in Fig. 4.
A preliminary result on a toy test case is shown in the first row of Fig. 4 to better
illustrate what are the operations carried out by the system. In this example, the
main pattern is translated and zoomed in order to satisfy the Rule of Thirds and
Main Object Size criteria. Other results show how in the output images different
criteria are predominant. For example rule of thirds is taken into account almost
in every case (except for row 4, where visual balance is dominant). Lines play a
crucial role in the example in the fourth and the seventh rows, where they get
aligned to thirds line. Note that, in fourth rows, visual balance is achieved even if
saliency detection is partially wrong. Rule of thirds cannot be fully satisfied due
to the position of the detected main objects in the input image, which are very
near to the image periphery. This last case is an example of the main limitations
of the method, which relies on the saliency detector. Whenever a wrong result is
provided during object segmentation phase, the whole processing chain can be
partially or totally compromised.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper an approach for automatic aesthetic photo composition was pre-
sented. The method embeds photography guidelines (rules of thirds, diagonal
dominance and visual balance), to assign a quality measure of an image. Min-
imization of such score is performed using a crop and retarget transformation.
As a result, by following such rules, the output images are more aesthetically
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appealing than the original versions. The method was analytically described and
demonstrated with a number of test cases.

Future works would be to embed more well-established photography guidelines
and implement the method on mobile systems or in camera firmware, allowing
users to take appealing pictures more easily.

Additional attention should be given to the choice of the saliency method, as
other top-down based approaches could provide better results.
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